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1. Synopsis

a. Purpose and Anticipated Student Learning Gains:

I intended that students would gain enhanced critical thinking regarding ecotourism principles,
globalization, and self-discovery. Please see the claims listed below for more specific
information

Ia. Brief Summary of Method:

Every May I teach a study-abroad eterm. I require students to write a daily reflective journal
about their eterm experiences. I ask students to:
“Free write for a minimum of ¾ hour every day

a. Record the date
b. Day’s activities- describe everything using all of your senses. Think about yourS
senses and use them to write. What did you see, feel, touch hear, and smell. What did
you think about the things that you experienced.”

The second part of the reflective journal assignment is focused journal entries that are centered
on specific course and program outcomes. As part of this grant modified this portion of the
assignment as students rarely delve into the depths where good thinking actually occurs. Most
students quickly answer the questions posed just to get them done, thus they lack depth,
critical analysis, and insight. By redesigning this part of the assignment intended to facilitate
critical thinking about course outcomes.

So instead of merely posing questions to elicit shallow thoughts about globalization and
ecotourism principles, I posed claims and asked students to respond to them by providing
specific examples and evidence from the course. The evidence provided should have supported
the claims and helped students critically think by backing up the claims with specific evidence
from the course/experience.

Ecotourism Principles:
1. Travel and tourism agencies that practice ecotourism principles increase economic
opportunities for locals and decrease leakage (money flow out of community).
2. Travel and tourism agencies that practice ecotourism principles lessen negative
environmental impact.
3. Travel and tourism agencies that practice ecotourism principles create economic
incentives for conserving and preserving the natural environment.
4. Travel and tourism agencies that practice ecotourism principles provide economic
incentive and cultural pride for preserving cultural heritage, traditions, culture, and
language.
5. Travel and tourism agencies that do not practice ecotourism principles create negative
environmental impacts.
6. Travel and tourism agencies that do riot practice ecotourism principles destroy cultural
heritage, cultural pride, traditions, culture, and language.
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7. Travel and tourism agencies that do not practice ecotourism principles increase
inflation, destroy local economies, and limit opportunities for locals in general.

Globalization:
1. Peruvian culture is very similar to my own.
2. Peruvian culture is very different than my own.
3. The most impressive/interesting thing that I have learn from the people or Peru is:
4. The most important thing that people in the US should know about Peru is:
5. The one thing that I learned from the Peruvians that I would like to integrate into my life
back home is:
6. Every US citizen should know that Peruvians are:

Insight and Self-discovery
1. While on this course, the most important thing that I have learned is:
2. While on this course, the most important thing that I have learned about myself is:
3. While on this course, I realized that I had a hidden strength(s).
4. The most powerful part of this course is:
5. The hardest part of this course is:
6. The best part of this course is:

B. Hypotheses/Assumptions Inherent in Method:

I assumed by focusing students’ attention on specific claims that they would seek out evidence
like a treasure hunt. It might take the pressure off to write an essay if they could just find pieces
of evidence and it would help them make sense of a very complex experience. Lastly it might
help translate this experience into a learning experience and not just a trip to a cool place. I also
had hoped that students would work together to find the info and talk about the experience
instead of the pop culture that usually dominates their conversations at home.

2. Implementation Details

a. Instructor Preparation Requirements: In conjunction with Dr. Suppes we created the 18-
day learning experience (course to Peru) and preparatory meetings. I created the Critical
Thinking Grant and the claims.

b. Classroom Activities: Preparatory meeting really were not focused on critical thinking but
about preparing the students for the course however I did explain the critical thinking
assignment, explained my goals, and asked for questions. There were not questions at that
time.

c. Out of Class Activities and Expectations for Students: Students were expected to write
about their experiences in two separate journals. One was their personal journal and the
other was their critical thinking journal.
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They were also expected to maintain “expedition behavior” and act in a professional manner
that benefited the group as a whole, take care of their health, and make positive decisions in
every manner. They were also expected to interact with locals and others in a positive manner.

Students were also expected to take part in all activities/experiences on the course.

3. Assessment of Student Learning Gains

a. Method(s) of Assessment:

1. Each claim’s “evidence” or support was assessed using the rubric below. Please note the
letter grade attached to each level of skill._______

______

Underdeveloped College Level Emerging College Level Developed College Level Skill
Skill grade = (F) Skill grade = (C) grade = (A)

The student fails to provide The student provides The student provides
reasons for the proffered reasons for the proffered reasons for the proffered
claim, claim. Individually, each of claim. Individually, each of

these reasons is true (or at these reasons is true (or at
Alternately, the student

least well supported) and least well supported) and
provides reasons, but one or

relevant to the claim, relevant to the claim.
more of these reasons is not

true, not well supported, or However, as a whole, As a whole, these reasons
not relevant to the claim, these reasons do not provide sufficient grounds

provide sufficient grounds for accepting the claim.

for accepting the claim.

b. Results of Assessment:

The results of this assignment are somewhat nebulous because students did not have the time
for deep reflection during the course. In fact, several students asked permission to abstain
from several events so they would have time to write in their journals, as they were extremely
anxious about their grade and their inability to find time to write about their experiences. In
fact, I too was exhausted as we often woke at 5 am and did not return to our hotel/hostel until
after 10 or 11 pm. It was also a struggle to deal with the extreme altitude, traveler’s diarrhea,
and general stress and exhaustion associated with travel. Most of the students spent their last
day in Peru (free day) frantically working on journals with myself and others. Thus, the quality
of the journals was somewhat lacking in depth, creativity, and insight. 70% of the students
scored overall in the emerging college level and 30% scored in the underdeveloped college level
skill. No student scored in the developed college level skill.

It is important to note that these results are suspect as students did not have the time
to fully engage in the reflection part of the experience. Discussions, one-on-one and group,
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were extremely fruitful and students expressed deep insights and reflections. They also
engaged wonderfully with other travelers and locals.

It is my personal thought that the impact of this experience is like a drop of water in a
pond and with time the small ripples may develop and grow into waves that are felt throughout
the pond. The initial reactions and impacts are at first small and jumbled and need time to be
sorted out and reflected upon. I expect that if students had the time after the trip to percolate
on the experience and time to write without out time constraints, exhaustion, and sickness,
that the journals would be higher quality.

d. Lessons Learned from Assessment:

When it comes to creating study abroad itineraries it is important that the tour providers listen
to the professors when we say we need more down time- ours did not. They need to
understand that this is not a tour but a learning experience so less is actually more. If I were to
do this course again I would chop out a section of the course (Chivay) and spend more time in
each area and I would block out 2 hours a day as “reflection time” that is separate from eating,
packing, driving, and any other activity. Literally the itinerary would say “reflection” time.
Students would have this time to just reflect.

If there were no boundaries I would make even greater changes although I do not think that it
would be possible for Ferrum to actually do so because of financial aid and other logistical
restrictions but it is important to look at the conditions that good learning or deep critical
thinking needs. These ideas might be useful in some way as attempts can be made to design the
best possible learning structure. Therefore, I would extend eterm for 2 weeks- the course itself
ends at the normal time but grades are not due for an extra two weeks so students have the
time after the course to work on their assignments. This would allow the time for students to
thinking deeply about their experience, craft their arguments, and piece all the puzzle pieces
together in their mind. There is much evidence to support the need for gestation or time to
think. If one looks at models or processes of insight or creative thinking it is imperative that
students have the time to think.

I find another model about insight and information extremely interesting as I look at helping a
new generation of students, born in the information age, critically think about their experience.
This generation of students is bombarded with information but most do not have any idea what
information is important and they definitely don’t know what to do with it. Thus, one of our
burdens as teachers is to help students figure out what is important and what to do with this
important information.

4. Description of Technology or Other Specialized Materials Required

none

5. Availobility of Necessary Equipment, Training, or Resources

none

6. Bibliography
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